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SEE Rail Cluster Conference Held in Belgrade
First conference on the formation of railway cluster for Southeast Europe, held in Belgrade on 5 th of
November, 2015, attracted significant attention of the companies and institutions from the region.
About 70 participants, guests, representatives of the
ministries and other relevant institutions of the Republic of Serbia and representatives of high education institutions gathered in Belgrade on the conference in
which they had an opportunity to acquaint themselves
with an example of the functioning of the Bavarian
Railway Cluster, as well as on the possibilities of cooperation that are provided by joining in the regional cluster.
Additionally, the representatives of AEbt and ERC
GmbH companies, Volker Drenkhahn and Fabian
Schmid introduced the participants with the technical
demands of modern EU railways, as well as on the assi-

stance their companies can provide in fulfilling them
and obtaining certificates for product placement on the
EU market.
Finally, the conference covered the regulatory and technical needs of the regional railways, that are
necessary in order for them to make them more attractive for cargo transport, as well as the possibilities for
training of experts in this area, through the presentations of Slavoljub Jevtid, representative of the National
Association “Transport and Logistics” and Dragana
Macura, Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Transport
of Belgrade University.

Volker Drenkhahn, AEbt
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Conference opened by the representatives of the Ministry
of Economy and Ministry of Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure of the Republic of Serbia
Representatives of both ministries stated that they are pleasantly surprised by the large number of participants from the region, as well as from Germany and Austria, promising support after the Cluster is officially founded and begins with concrete activities on networking of the private sector with national railway
operators and other relevant institutions.
This long-awaited conference was opened by
Dragoljub Rajid from
Business Support Network (BSN), business
association that operates on a regional level.
He underlined the importance and necessity
of the founding of the
Cluster in Southeast
Europe,
considering
Dragoljub Rajid, BSN
that there is currently
no such regional association. He also stated
that the initiative for founding of the cluster is being
led by the BSN and two additional members of this
association from Germany and Austria (AEbt GmbH
and AAiT GmbH), who are also the members of Bavarian Railway Cluster.
Rajid also explained that BSN worked for months on
identifying the regional companies that have participated in the public procurement procedures of national railway operators. There are over 1,300 of them,
and the number would have been much higher if the
regional railways invested more into the necessary
revitalization of the sector, and especially on the additional education of its employees, which would also
increase the economic growth of the entire region, he
said.
Special advisor to the Minister of Economy, Dušan Korunoski, in his opening speech stressed the importance of the initiative for creating a railway cluster
in Southeast Europe coming from the private business
sector. He said that despite all the economic problems
that the countries and national railways in the region
are facing, there is an unused space for interregional
cooperation in this sector, which was showed by a
large interest of the attendees for this conference.

Dušan Korunoski

He also added
that the Ministry of Economy
of the Republic
of Serbia will
certainly support
this
healthy initiative, while suggesting
and
hoping for his
colleagues
in
other countries
to do the same.

State Secretary in the Ministry of Construction,
Transport and Infrastructure, Miodrag
Poledica, informed
the attendees that
he had just arrived
from the meeting
with the representatives of the IMF,
with whom they
talked about the
reorganization
of
publically-owned
companies, which
Miodrag Poledica
also includes the
Serbian
Railways.
He said that the process of revitalization of this company is already underway, and that since mid-2015
this holding has been divided into three companies,
and that significant funds will be provided for the further functioning of the railways from domestic and
foreign sources of finance. Poledica also commended
the initiative for foundation of the Railway Cluster in
the region.
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The welcome message to the participants of the Belgrade
Regional Conference on Railways from Nurenberg

Greeting from CNA
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
An innovative, efficientand sustainable Rail Offers an optimal and economic part to the traffic
of freight and passenger.
Innovation requires new solutions and concepts
Therefore it’s a pleasure for me and my colleagues of the CAN e.V that today the attendees of
this conference likes to initiate a new Railcluster for the SEE region.
Be inspired from the conference today and go along with the traditional Rail of the SEE region
into a new, innovative and sustainable future.

Compliments from Nuremberg – the town where 180 years ago the German Rail started with
the first ride of the legendary “Adler”.

Norbert Schäfer
Chairman of CNA e.V.

Dr. Werner Enser
CEO of Cluster Bahntechnik
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Representative of “AEbt GmbH” Volker Drenkhahn, presented the activities of Bavarian Railway Cluster and challenges
and possibilities of Southeast Europe Railway Cluster
Bavarian “Cluster Bahntechnik” operates as a part of CNA (Center for transportation & logistics Neuer Adler e.V.”) business association from Nuremberg, and currently gathers over 130 companies and 650 competent partners from the railway sector in the Free State of Bavaria. It is interesting that the Free State of
Bavaria itself initiated the founding of this cluster due to the need for further networking of private companies in this area.
Germany has several active railway clusters,
but certainly Bavarian „Cluster Bahntechnik“, which operates as
a part of Nurembergbased CNA business association, is
one of the most active and wellorganized.
According to the information of this cluster, annual turnover of German railways is exactly 10 billion EUR, which
means this state participates for a total of 15% in global
railway market. Large number of
companies is linked to this sector in
Bavaria.
CNA association was founded in
1996. Ten years later (2006 „Cluster
platform for innovative railway technology in Bavaria” was founded as its
part. In 2014 „Central coordination
initiative for logistics in Bavaria” was founded.
Areas of competence in the network for transport and logistics: Railway technology, Logistics, Intelligent transport
systems,
Drive
technology
and
individual mobility.
Main advantage to
all the activities in
the cluster is further business networking of the clients.
Primary activities of the cluster
are aimed at intensifying of
networking through Internet
platform and newsletter, workshops and seminars, congresses
and trade shows, national networks and European networks.

and awards are given
for innovations in annual meetings.
Mr. Volker Drenkhahn
underlined the interesting information that the
large role in the cluster’s founding was
played by Bavarian government, who supports the activities
of this cluster in a multitude of ways.
According to him, Southeast Europe Railway Cluster should also be supported by
all the governments in the region, as well
as the national railways, as it is in their
best interest. With this new cluster, he
said, comes a greater possibility for obtaining new technologies and advancement of
the education in this area, considering that
Bavarian companies and EU as a whole have an interest for
deeper, constant cooperation. For that reason, he added,

Volker Drenkhahn, AEbt

he brought with him regards and congratulations on the
initiative for founding of the SEE Railway Cluster from the
chief people of the CNA association and Bahntechnik cluster
from Nuremberg.

Within Bavarian Railway Cluster
various working groups are involved on several projects,
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Representatives of German “AEbt GmbH” and Austrian “ERC
GmbH” spoke of the necessity of harmonization of legislation
of national railways with the EU
Any European legislation is easily copied for the needs of local national railways. However, those who apply them in practice should be capable of correctly interpret them. The classic example is that of Turkey,
whose railways, even though this country is still not a part of the EU, has spent years harmonizing its legislation in this area with the EU.
Presentations of the
guests from Germany and
Austria attracted most
interest from the participants. First Mr. Volker
Drenkhahn presented the
activities of the AEbt
GmbH (Angewandte EiVolker Drenkhahn, AEbt
senbahntechnik) company
from Nuremberg. This
company is specialized in providing the technical, technological and educational services (with own academy) in
the sectors of railway, tram and metro transport. For
over 10 years it offers personalized solutions to their numerous clients. AEbt is an appraiser certified by Eisenbahn-Bundesamtes (EBA– German federal railway authority) from Bohn for: appraisal of functionality of rail
vehicles, as well safety of information systems for support of railway transport.
Drenkhahn stated that the company, which provides
technological and educational services with own academy, wishes to transfer modern technology to Serbia and
the region, and assist it to enter the complex system of
European railways. Drenkhahn expects Serbia and the
neighboring countries to become a member of the European Union in the foreseeable future, and states that a
lot of work in the railway transport and harmonization
with the EU legislation. This, as he said, also refers to the
countries in the region – Montenegro, Croatia, Bosnia
and Hercegovina and Macedonia. He stated that our
country has to reach high European standards for safety
of railway transport, and that his company is specialized
for all kinds of safety testing, and is capable of providing
assistance, not only to the national railways in the region, but also to all the institutions that are connected to
the railway system.

Dr Fabian Schmid presented the activities of two Austrian companies: ERC GmbH and PJ Messtechnik GmbH.

Dr Fabian Schmid, ERC GmbH

ERC is a notified body for interoperability in the field of
railway - rolling stock and for: TSI certification for rolling
stock, ECM certification and DeBo assessments.
After this, Schmid also presenter the activities of Austrian
company PJ Messtechnik GmbH.
PJM is a worldwide
company, located in
Graz. PJM is accredited
as testing laboratory
for railway vehicles.
PJM is company that
offers measurements,
data analysis, calculations and design all
from under one roof.
Conference participants were especially interested in practical examples
presented by Mr. Schmid, considering that the railway
systems in Europe still possess great differences, despite
the efforts to overcome those difference in practice.
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Representatives of the National Association „Transport and
Logistics“ and Belgrade Faculty of Transport Were Critical but
Optimistic
Slavoljub Jeftid from National Association „Transport and Logistics“ was very critical when speaking about
the condition of the national railway in Serbia and the region, while Assistant Professor Dragana Macura
showed hope for the young students from the railway sector despite the harsh situation.
The topic of Mr.
Slavoljub Jeftid for the
conference
was
„Problems which are
encountered in practice by the logistics in
Serbia and the region
due to the bad railway
system and infrastructure.“
And really, the problems are so deep that
they represent a huge
challenge for those
who are supposed to solve them, and who have displayed inertness during the past 15 years, rather than an
active approach. When speaking of Serbia, it still lacks a
single intermodal terminal, has a slow regime of cargo
transfer, modest annual transport via railways of only 9-12 million tons, overcomplicated administrative
procedures, lack of
education of staff in
national railways...
Due to the aforementioned reasons, Serbia
and the surrounding
countries are facing large challenges.
The solution for the development, according to Jeftid’s
experience, is in finishing the whole reconstruction process in accordance with the state Strategy of Development, forming a real intermodal operator according to
European principles, change state fiscal policy – for manufacturers and service companies, start investment process
for intermodal infrastructure, start investment process for
purchasing wagons, locomotives, IM equipment, define
high technology standards for IT, telematics, etc., define

requests for new services, invest in employees and organize practical scholarships and to
connect with all European associations.
The situation of highly educated workforce for the railways was the topic of Dragana Macura, representative of
the
Faculty
of
Transport of Belgrade
University, that was
founded in 1950. Her
presentation was focused on the activities of the Railway
Transport
department
and
the
Transport Institute,
that gathers 167 experts. Macura underlined the trend noticeable at this faculty, as well as everywhere in Europe, that
the students rather choose car traffic instead of railways,
and that this choice is motivated by uncertainty of finding work in their chosen profession
Her presentation attracted the attention of the participants and drew a larger number of questions from the
audience.
The closing words of Dragana Macura still had a note of
optimism to them. She stated that, despite all the problems, students from the railway department still have high
hopes for the better tomorrow, among other, due to the
fact that in Serbia and the region large investments and
complete revitalization of this sector were announced.
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Whose representatives had participated in a conference in Belgrade:
AEbt GmbH

Germany

AAiT GmbH

Germany

ERC GmbH

Austria

JPMesstechnik

Austria

Business Support Network /BSN
Mreža za poslovnu podršku

Serbia

Q Techna, Institut of Quality Assurance and Slovenia
Quality Control Ltd.

Tehnički servisi željezničkih
vozila d.o.o.

Croatia

Željeznice Rep. Srpske / Railwais of Rep.
Srpska

Rep. Srpska (BiH)

Pružne građevine d.o.o.

Croatia

Zvezda Helios AD

Serbia

Perfom d.o.o.

Serbia

Šinvoz d.o.o.

Serbia

Inter-mehanika d.o.o.

serbia

SIQ d.o.o. Beograd

Serbia

Grah Automotive d.o.o.

Serbia / Slovenia

Klima Shop d.o.o

Serbia

Bombardier

Serbia / Germany

Directorate for Railways

Serbia

Siemens d.o.o. Beograd

Serbia / Germany

OpenTrack Railway Technology GmbH

Austria

Berghof Automation GmbH

Germany

Altpro d.o.o.

Croatia

Vossloh Kiepe GmbH

Austria

Centroplan d.o.o.

Serbia

CIP Institute of Transportation

Serbia

TeleGroup d.o.o.

Serbia

Visoka železnička škola strukovnih studija

Serbia

Hoedlmayr Zastava d.o.o. Kragujevac

Serbia / Austria

SI-Cargo Logistics d.o.o.

Serbia

Miteco Kneževac d.o.o.

Serbia

Institut Mihajlo Pupin

Serbia

SGS Beograd

Serbia / Suisse

Dalekovod d.d.

Croatia

Oracal Polikarbonati d.o.o.

Serbia / Suisse

Galeb Group

Serbia

Teleoptika gasna oprema d.o.o.

Serbia / Croatia

Beton Lučko

Croatia

Eurologsystem d.o.o.

Serbia

Whiterock d.o.o.

Serbia

ELNOS BL d.o.o.

Serbia

Ministry of Economy

Serbia

Ministry of Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure

Serbia

German Embassy in Belgrade

Germany

Advantage Austria Beograd

Austria

Faculty of Transport and Traffic
Engineer, Belgrade

Serbia

National Association
„Transport & Logistics“

Serbia
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The conference in the media:
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